The Matchmaker Exchange: A Platform for Rare Disease Gene Discovery
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Abstract

There are few better examples of the need for data sharing than in the rare disease community, where patients, physicians, and researchers must search for “the needle in a haystack” to uncover rare, novel causes of disease within the genome. Impeding the pace of discovery has been the existence of many small siloed datasets within individual research or clinical laboratory databases and/or disease-specific organizations, hoping for serendipitous occasions when two distant investigators happen to learn they have a rare phenotype in common and can “match” these cases to build evidence for causality. However, serendipity has never proven to be a reliable or scalable approach in science. As such, the Matchmaker Exchange (MME) was launched to provide a robust and systematic approach to rare disease gene discovery through the creation of a federated network connecting databases of genotypes and rare phenotypes using a common application programming interface (API). The core building blocks of the MME have been defined and assembled. Three MME services have now been connected through the API and are available for community use. Additional databases that support internal matching are anticipated to join the MME network as it continues to grow.
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Introduction

The content of genetic tests has gradually expanded over the years, with major leaps happening recently with the introduction of exome and genome sequencing. Although the rate of solving monogenic ‘Mendelian’ disorders has increased with the ability to query all
genes, a large fraction of patients still remain without a diagnosis. A portion of these unsolved cases harbor suspicious variants in candidate disease genes. For such cases, finding just a single additional unrelated case with a deleterious variant in the same gene and overlapping phenotype may provide sufficient evidence to causally implicate the gene, enabling a diagnosis for the patient. Methods for identifying these additional cases have evolved over time. From word of mouth between colleagues to sharing published case reports, laboratory diagnosticians and clinicians have worked to uncover connections between patients (Loucks et al., 2015, this issue). In a world of rapidly evolving information technologies, however, a more efficient solution is needed that can scale with the exploding growth in genomic sequencing.

Multiple projects have addressed this need by developing platforms that use genotype and phenotype driven matching algorithms to identify cases with common phenotypes and disrupted genes (Washington et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2012, Swaminathan et al., 2012, Gonzalez et al., 2013, Robinson et al., 2014; Zemojtel et al., 2014; Buske et al., 2015a (this issue), Lancaster et al., 2015 (this issue), Sobreira et al., 2015(this issue)). However, no organized system existed to facilitate the interaction between these multiple disconnected projects (Figure 1) before the Matchmaker Exchange (MME). To unify these efforts and harness the collective data across all of the databases, groups representing rare disease repositories held a meeting in October 2013 to launch an open collaboration later named the Matchmaker Exchange (http://www.matchmakerexchange.org). This collaborative effort has launched a federated platform (exchange) to facilitate the identification of cases with similar phenotypic and genotypic profiles (matchmaking) through a standardized application programming interface (API) and procedural conventions. The MME enables searches of multiple databases (matchmaker services) from another, connected matchmaker service, without having to separately query all services, or deposit data in each one. The queries are designed to allow a gene or genotype, combined with a condition or phenotypic features, to be sent as a query in order to get a returned response containing any similar or “matched” cases. Matching algorithms are defined by the matchmaker services and will evolve over time as described below.

**Federated vs. Centralized Approaches to Data Sharing**

Historically, most genetic and genomic data sharing has been accomplished through the aggregation of data in a single “centralized” site, such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information’s (NCBI) Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) (Tryka et al., 2013) or other large data centers such as those employed for the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) (Zhang et al., 2011) and the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (Weinstein et al., 2013). This approach allows for easy data analysis given that a data holder is in complete control of the entire dataset; however, a higher regulatory burden must be overcome to allow data to be shared with another entity, putting its security and privacy management entirely in the hands of the database owner. In addition, users may only wish to share certain datasets with others and only under certain circumstances which can be better controlled by the use of an API to enable data access. Finally, data annotations such as phenotype are dynamic within a patient, but static within a disconnected database, where
they can be difficult to capture longitudinally. A federated system makes it easier to support longitudinal connections to patient phenotype and updated genomic interpretations.

An alternative approach is the use of a federated network in which multiple distributed databases are connected through APIs, whereby each database supports queries of other databases in the network. This allows each database to be autonomous with respect to its own data schema, maintain ongoing control of its own data, and continuously innovate at its own pace. In this model, no single database acts as the “central” database, nor does a single database take on the privacy and security requirements of the whole network.

It is this latter federated model that was chosen to support the MME, though some data contributors may prefer to deposit data into an existing matchmaker service for participation in the MME instead of setting up their own matchmaker. This initial approach allows each participating matchmaker service to maintain their autonomy and primary purpose, while contributing valuable data to the MME and the genomics community. Data contributors no longer need to deposit the same datasets into multiple databases in order to find matches, and they will have more options for databases in which to deposit data, including databases in their own jurisdiction if certain regulations prohibit data from leaving a region. Also, data contributors may decide to put some cases into one database and other cases into another database depending on the focus of each database. The decision of where to start may be based upon a variety of factors as described below, including the database's supported content and algorithms for matching. However, in the MME, data contributors are discouraged from depositing the same dataset into multiple databases in order to minimize data duplication.

**Building Blocks to Support the Matchmaker Exchange**

To promote responsible data sharing, the founding members of the MME have established a set of requirements for participating matchmaking services, a user agreement for those wishing to use the MME, and a steering committee (SC) to govern the program. The SC is composed of a representative from each approved MME service, as well as program organizers and representation from Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) and the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC). The steering committee is charged with maintaining the service requirements, user agreement, and oversight of the API to ensure the MME meets the needs of the rare disease community and reflects consensus standards and best practices as set forth by the GA4GH and IRDiRC. The MME also supports a monthly conference call and periodic in-person meetings, most of which are open to the community to encourage active participation by all stakeholders.

**Matchmaker Exchange Service Requirements**—To become a MME service, each new site must achieve the following:

1. Require users to deposit case data to undertake a federated query across the MME service providers
2. Establish a minimum of two point-to-point API connections to other MME services
3. Contain content that is considered by the MME steering committee to be useful for matching, including the flagging of, or ability to prioritize, candidate genes

4. Successfully implement matching algorithms using test data

5. During user queries, enable dual notification of data requester (i.e. the querier) and prior data depositor (i.e. the queried) including sharing the identities and contact information for each

6. For each database to which a MME service is connected by an API, the connected database's disclaimers should be posted on the MME service's website and displayed with query results. Disclaimers can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/ga4gh/mme-apis)

7. Store queries sent and received between MME sites only for the purpose of auditing, defining query statistics, and following up queries to understand rates of validated gene discovery

8. Attest to database security requirements as defined by the GA4GH Security WG (forthcoming)

9. Advance the goals of the MME project through active participation in meetings and conference calls including defining a representative for the MME steering committee

**Matchmaker Exchange End User Agreement**—To use the MME, each data querier agrees to the following:

1. To make no attempt to identify individual patients in any MME database

2. To enable all cases submitted for querying to be stored in the query-initiating database for future matching

3. To obtain permission from the source of the matching data before publishing or presenting the results of queries

4. To acknowledge the MME, and the specific MME service that supported any discoveries in publications, as appropriate

**Matchmaker Exchange API for Genotypes and Phenotypes**—Application programming interfaces (APIs) define protocols for how components of computer systems communicate, and are a crucial part of the modern information technology landscape. In particular, web APIs have enabled the creation of our modern ecosystem of automatic communication between computer programs or services. APIs represent a defined protocol between technology services, such that a given input results in an expected output in a standardized format.

Participating matchmaker services are required to implement a standardized API, consistent with standards developed by the GA4GH Data Working Group, for exchanging genotypic and phenotypic information. The API supports queries, where a query is a patient record, and where the receiving system decides how best to process a specific query. Thus, the
system does not support queries such as “Do you have any patients with a deleterious variant in \textit{CASQ2}?” or “Do you have any patients with hypertelorism and arachnodactyly?,” but instead supports a query of “Do you have any patients similar to one who has hypertelorism and arachnodactyly with a deleterious variant in \textit{CASQ2},” where the definition of similarity is at the discretion of the receiving system. This API is described in greater detail in a companion article of this journal issue (Buske et al., 2015b). In brief, the core elements of each query that are transferred through the API include several mandatory elements: case ID, submitter information, and candidate gene(s) and/or phenotype terms. The API also accommodates additional fields to increase the specificity of queries including gender, age of onset, mode of inheritance, condition name (e.g. OMIM or Orphanet ID), chromosome, chromosome region, zygosity, and variant type (e.g. frameshift, missense, etc.).

\textbf{Federated Authentication and Authorization}—The MME recognizes the importance of authentication (validation of a user) and authorization (approval of a user to initiate a query) and has begun working closely with the GA4GH Security Working Group to define minimum standards to which each MME service must adhere in order to participate. Currently, these practices are defined by systems developed by the initial set of linked matchmaker services but is expected to develop more formally over time and in collaboration with the GA4GH Security WG.

\textbf{Informed Consent Policy}—The MME worked closely with the GA4GH's Regulatory and Ethics Working Group and Consent Task Team on developing a proposal for informed consent for data sharing in the context of genomic matchmaking within the MME. We have distinguished two levels of matchmaking and different consent requirements based on the data shared and the probability of re-identifying the patient:

\textbf{Level 1:} No additional consent required - This level of matchmaking involves a data requester querying on a broad phenotype description or disease name using standardized terms or codes (Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), OMIM, Orphanet) and/or candidate gene names +/- variant type. This level of sharing is consistent with current clinical practice with low risk of possible re-identification and therefore specific patient consent for this activity is not required.

\textbf{Level 2:} Consent required - This level of matchmaking involves a data requester querying on a unique or sensitive phenotype description and/or sequence level and related information, such as defined variants and/or genomic datasets. This level of sharing requires consent from the patient. If the patient had previously consented to data being shared in an open or registered access database whose declared purpose involves data sharing for purposes consistent with those of this matchmaking, no additional consent is required.

The MME service in which data is deposited is responsible for ensuring patient data used in matchmaking is consented appropriately.

\textbf{Matching Algorithms: Optimizing for Success}

A key component of the success of the MME is implementing matching algorithms that balance sensitivity with specificity when executing matching algorithms. For example, if a
case is annotated with a single candidate gene (Gene X) and a defined condition (Disease Y), a highly specific matching algorithm would require the gene and condition to be an exact match to return the result. However, matching algorithms could increase their sensitivity by allowing a case with any phenotype term that is a component of disease Y to also be returned. At the start of this program, when the number of MME services is few and the number of cases in each database is still limited, data contributors who are querying the MME may prefer matching algorithms that are less specific in hopes of having the highest sensitivity. However, as the MME scales and the number of cases deposited into each participating MME database grows, increased specificity and sophistication of matching algorithms will become critical.

It also is likely that data contributors will have different tolerances for being notified of matches on their data, with some only wishing to be notified of high-probability matches and others more tolerant of a range of results. To achieve this balance, some MME services have developed algorithms that have associated scores that can quantitate the specificity of a match. This allows contributors to specify their own threshold for notification of matches. It also allows the query results to be provided in a rank order.

It should be noted that the more detailed the query sent by the requester, the more information the recipient services will have at their disposal to sort cases in their database by relevance to the patient under query. With this additional detail, the query is more likely to result in successful and accurate matches, leading to a virtuous cycle that incentivizes data requestors to provide the greatest level of detail on their samples.

At the start of the program, MME services have defined their own algorithms for matching. This allows groups to constantly innovate on approaches to matching, yet MME services will be able to provide their algorithms on GitHub for other sites to adopt. In addition, allowing each site to control their own algorithms is necessary given the unique data schemas that support each MME database. For example, some MME databases have not yet implemented the flagging of candidate genes and instead simply store variant call format (vcf) files containing all variation on each case. In this scenario, most cases would result in a match with any executed query given the presence of variation in most genes in the genome. As such, matching algorithms can be further specified, for example, to require the optional field of variant type that would only return matches if a gene contains a predicted truncating or de novo variant.

**Launching the Matchmaker Exchange**

Defining the key approaches and requirements for supporting the initial intended purpose of the MME has been a critical step in launching this program. However, equally important is the execution of the project to launch a functionally connected federated network of matchmaker services that can demonstrate the identification and return of useful and successful matches in response to user-initiated queries. Such success enables the ongoing discovery of novel genetic causes of disease. Listed here, and detailed in the Supporting Information, are the steps that have been achieved in launching the MME: (1) goals of the MME defined, (2) MME API developed, (2) MME core policies developed, (3) MME...
website launched, (4) matching algorithm principles defined, (5) API test phase, (6) MME test dataset developed, and (7) user interfaces developed to support queries.

These steps have resulted in the current status of the MME in which three of the participating databases PhenomeCentral, GeneMatcher and DECIPHER are now capable of returning the results of queries from API-supported connections to other MME services (Table 1, Figure 2). The next areas of focus for the MME are to aid in bringing new MME services onto the network (Table 2) and promoting use of the MME by the broader community. In addition, MME services will continue refining the matching algorithms and integrate additional supporting evidence for why a candidate gene has been flagged in a given case.

Guiding Community Use of the MME

The MME is a true federated system and as such, there is no single centralized entry point. Instead, users must choose one of the existing MME services as a starting point. In addition, in order to build the content of the MME over time, users must deposit their data in the point of entry into the MME. To guide users in where to deposit their data, Tables 3 and 4 provide a summary of the data fields that are maintained for each of the participating MME services and the parameters used for matching. Users may wish to deposit data in one system or another depending on the type of genotype and phenotype data associated with cases and how queries are supported.

Current State of the MME

The success of matching is directly related to the volume of cases that are deposited into the MME services and therefore, to identify all causes of rare disease, we will need to engage the community broadly in encouraging deposition of cases into the system. Building off the birthday paradox, the probability of a match increases with number of patient records that are matchable (Krawitz et al., 2015 (this issue)). As such, even a small number of cases will begin yielding matches as has been demonstrated in the accompanying papers in this issue. After connecting these databases through the MME API, several additional matches have already been made between the Phenome Central and Gene Matcher Systems, including two promising hits undergoing further evaluation (Buske et al., 2015b). Furthermore, implementation of the API is underway in other systems that will collectively bring on thousands of additional cases and model organism data from databases that have already been serving as matchmakers inside their own systems (Gonzalez et al., 2015; Mungall et al., 2015; Lancaster et al., 2015; all in this issue).

Evolving the Matchmaker Exchange

As outlined above, the initial launch of the MME is focusing on the simple matching of unsolved rare disease cases that share a common phenotype and candidate gene. However, additional uses of a federated case-level database containing genotypic and phenotypic data have not escaped the view of the MME. Large, shared datasets have been leveraged throughout the genomics era to identify the genetic basis of common and rare diseases. This has been through both hypothesis-free approaches such as GWASs (Altshuler et al., 2008) or PheWASs (Denny et al., 2010), as well as targeted approaches in Mendelian diseases.
As such, one goal of the MME is to expand the scope of discovery to allow matching in the absence of an identified candidate gene within the genomic dataset. Enabling broader, hypothesis-free approaches to discovery requires MME services to support deeper queries that can return data from entire genomic datasets as opposed to a small number of genes or variants flagged as potentially causal.

A second future goal of the MME is to expand the scope of analysis to genes and genomic variation already implicated in genetic disorders. In this scenario, the goal is to better define the phenotypic spectrum associated with individual genes as well as facilitate the understanding of specific variants identified in known disease genes. Use of sophisticated deep phenotyping approaches, combined with databases like the MME, can better objectively define the phenotypic spectrum of diseases. To support this, solved cases of Mendelian disease must be added and remain in the databases to gradually build larger datasets.

A third goal is to more effectively support the role of patient-initiating matchmaking in the MME. There are already examples of patient's who have played such roles in identifying causes of rare disease (Lamberton et al., 2015) and the MME intends to better support their efforts. Two manuscripts in this special issue describe how patients themselves have taken an interest in matchmaking and are creating their own systems both within and apart from the MME (Kirkpatrick et al., 2015, Lamberton et al., 2015).

A fourth goal of the MME effort is to contribute to the growing array of tools and strategies for broader data sharing and use. The first iteration of the MME enables investigators with unsolved rare disease cases to submit their patient data and thereby find each other and undertake selective data sharing. This balances support for gene discovery with a researcher's desire to protect resource investment in identifying candidate genes. Alternative methods could be used for matchmaking within controlled access and open access environments, some of which would allow researchers to query databases even without patient data in hand (or in situations where submission of patient data is not permitted). Many argue for a far more open environment for data sharing, which would drive scientific discovery in many more ways. For example, a researcher studying a biological pathway may hypothesize that genes in that pathway, when mutated, could cause disorders affecting a certain organ system and wish to validate that hypothesis in the absence of having access to real cases. If that researcher could query MME services for cases with relevant phenotypes and deleterious variants in pathway genes, such a hypothesis could be more quickly validated and form the basis for future studies. Similarly, researchers may wish to perform meta-analyses of large datasets to arrive at generalized conclusions as well as have access to large datasets to train algorithms for pathogenicity detection. To enable these types of investigations, MME systems will need to designate datasets and provide services that allow searching without requiring data deposition of a patient case. Some MME services already have apportioned some or all of their data for open interrogation such as DECIPHER (Chatzimichali et al., 2015, this issue) and the Monarch Initiative (Mungall et al., 2015, this issue), or enable direct searches within private networks as in the case of Cafe Variome (Lancaster et al., 2015 (this issue)). Others services are committed to supporting such activities in the future.
Finally, now that a core federated network has been formed with successful implementation of the MME API v1.0, efforts will turn toward encouraging use of the MME and bringing new MME services into the network. We hope that the MME will grow into a large and vibrant community of commercial, clinical, and academic users who are committed to a federated model of data sharing for the advancement of science and medicine.

Conclusions

In summary, this paper provides an overview of the Matchmaker Exchange, from its founding principles and goals to the steps required to launch it as a robust platform for rare disease discovery. The ensuing papers in this special issue of Human Mutation define many of the individual matchmaker services already connected (Buske et al., 2015a; Chatzimichali et al., 2015; Sobreira et al., 2015b), or intending to connect to the federated network (Lancaster et al., 2015; Kirkpatrick et al., 2015; Lamberton et al., 2015; Mungall et al., 2015), as well as other core components (Buske et al., 2015b) and concepts (Krawitz et al., 2015; Akle et al., 2015) that support genomic matchmaking. A few case examples of discoveries already made through use of matchmaking approaches are highlighted to add further support for this robust approach to rare disease gene discovery (Au et al., 2015; Jurgens et al., 2015; Loucks et al., 2015). It is our hope that the success of the MME will serve as a model and foundation for innovative data sharing that leverages the increasing role of computational infrastructure to support the scaling of genomics as we collectively advance medicine and improve human health.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Databases and programs that gathered to form the basis for the Matchmaker Exchange

The MME includes representatives from the founding organizations and databases supporting or intending to support matchmaking services (Tables 1 and 2). Collaborative work has focused on both the technical aspects of data sharing, as well as policy considerations. This work has resulted in version 1.0 of a MME API (Buske et al., 2015b, this issue), a set of requirements for qualifying as a MME service, and a user agreement for querying the MME. The MME has been identified as a demonstration project for the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) and the MME has been leveraging the expertise of the GA4GH working groups for guidance on pertinent aspects of the project.
Figure 2. The current state of API-connected MME services
The figure depicts those databases that have implemented the Matchmaker Exchange API and satisfied the MME service requirements as described above. Additional databases are in the process of implementing the API and other MME service requirements. Progress can be monitored via the MME website (http://www.matchmakerexchange.org).
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matchmaker Exchange Services</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECIPHER</td>
<td><a href="https://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/">https://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneMatcher</td>
<td><a href="https://genematcher.org/">https://genematcher.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhenomeCentral</td>
<td><a href="https://phenomecentral.org/">https://phenomecentral.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

**Databases Intending to Launch the MME API**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cafe Variome based networks</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cafevariome.org/">http://www.cafevariome.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad Institute Rare Disease Analysis Portal</td>
<td><a href="https://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/xbrowse">https://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/xbrowse</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClinGen's GenomeConnect</td>
<td><a href="http://genomeconnect.org/">http://genomeconnect.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENESIS (GEM.app)</td>
<td><a href="https://genomics.med.miami.edu/">https://genomics.med.miami.edu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lovd.nl/3.0">http://www.lovd.nl/3.0</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch Initiative</td>
<td><a href="http://monarchinitiative.org/">http://monarchinitiative.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform for Engaging Everyone Responsibly (PEER)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.geneticalliance.org/peer">http://www.geneticalliance.org/peer</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-Connect</td>
<td><a href="http://rd-connect.eu">http://rd-connect.eu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Types of Data Maintained by each MME Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MME Service</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name of condition</td>
<td>Diagnosis code</td>
<td>Phenotypic terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhenomeCentral (Canada)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneMatcher (USA)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECIPHER (UK)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>